You can use internet and make calls either by using
balance or by purchasing a separate package for
data and/or calls and messages.
• The starter kit includes a SIM card with a balance of 6 EUR.
• Calls/messages/Internet: EUR 0.066 per min/pc/MB. Internet
without any data limits: max. EUR 0.99/day in Finland.
• Reduced price for calls to Ukraine EUR 0.3/min when using
+380/00380, valid until further notice.
• Messages to Ukraine EUR 0.066/pc.
• The subscription remains valid for three months after activation
and always 12 months after previous recharge.

How to get started?
•
•
•
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You can purchase the starter kit from over 3000 shops around Finland
You can purchase set packages for internet, calls and messages or you can
also use balance (pay as you go)
You can purchase packages or balance online from lataa.elisa.fi or from Rkioski and balance vouchers from all the resellers listed below

Subscription activation
This SIM card fits devices that have a slot for a mini, micro or nano SIM card.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Carefully remove the correct SIM card from its frame.
Insert the card into your device.
Switch on your device.
Enter the PIN code: 1234.
Your device is now ready to use.

NOTE: If you enter an incorrect PIN code three times, the SIM card will be locked and you need to
enter the PUK code. The PUK code can be found from the SIM card frame. Keep the SIM card
frame carefully as the PUK code cannot be obtained from anywhere else.

Adding more balance or purchasing a package
Go to lataa.elisa.fi or purchase a balance voucher or a package from one
of the resellers.

Activating a balance voucher
1. Scratch the back of the voucher to uncover the activation code / or
read the activation code from the voucher receipt
2. Send an SMS-message with the code to 18258: “LOAD XXXXX XXXXX
XXXXX” (replace the X with the activation code, remember to add
space after the word LOAD)
3. Successful activation will be confirmed via SMS

Checking your balance
To check your balance simply send the word “TILI” via SMS to 18258
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